Service Bulletin
Softstarter Kit for GC48RCF

SB093

1. Models Affected:
This bulletin applies to all GC48’s which require a Softstarter replacement, and which are not fitted
with an EHK HiPower Softstarter. These are units with serial numbers before 2253054606.
These units are fitted with Regulator SS6312S-AIR2 Softstarters, HyperEngineering Surestart 6’s or
Quickstart 5’s. For these units, when softstarter replacement is required, use this Softstarter Kit.
When replacing EHK Hi-Power Softstarters, only the Softstart module and the Start Capacitor
should be replaced.

2. Issue:
When replacing softstarters on the GC48, the GC48 should be upgraded to use the EHK Hi-Power
Softstarter. That Softstarter requires two contactors and some fairly complex wiring.
To simplify the upgrade, a pre-wired control box assembly is provided, part no. 470760116. This Bulletin
describes how to fit this Control Box Assembly.

3. Description:
This Control Box Assembly consists of:
An EHK HiPower Softstarter,
two contactors,
run, start and fan capacitors,
terminal strips,
outdoor coil sensor,
compressor wiring harness,
sump heater and spring.
These components are pre-mounted on a metal panel which forms the bulkhead between the electrical
enclosure and the compressor enclosure.

4. Parts Required:
The GC48 has evolved over time. For units with serial numbers before 2234368378, a front-facing
control box assembly was used. Units with higher serial numbers used a top-facing control box
assembly. See the photo’s on page 2 for clarification.
If it is the front-facing format, the panel on the right hand side of the unit has to be replaced also.
Wiring to the unit has to be re-routed via the electrical access panel. The parts required are:
470760116 Control Box Ass’y
4521791

RHS panel

4517834.

Electrical access panel.

Sheet metal screws may also be required (provide locally)
If the units’ control box assembly is of the top-facing format, only the Control Box Assembly, p/n
470760116, is required.
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FRONT-FACING CONTROL BOX ASSEMBLY
Before Serial 2234368378
RHS panel also required

SB089

TOP-FACING CONTROL BOX ASSEMBLY
After Serial 2234368378
No Panels required

5. Replacing Control Boxes:
The work is straight forward, as follows:
Isolate the unit, lock out the Circuit Breaker.
Mark the wires to the Indoor unit for easy identification when re-connecting. Disconnect all
electricals external to the unit - Line power conections, and connections to the Indoor unit.
Disconnect the internal electricals, as follows:
The existing wiring for the Reversing Valve will be used with the new Control Box. The
Reversing Valve active should be disconnected from terminal 5 of the main terminal strip and
its’ neutral disconnected from the neutral jumper strip.
Check if the unit is fitted with a HP switch. If so, the wiring to the HP switch can be
disconnected at the HP switch.
Disconnect the Compressor at the compressor terminals, not in the Control box.
If the unit has a sump heater, remove it, and use the new sump heater provided with the
control box.
Disconnect the Outdoor Fans at their 6-pin plugs.
Take the Outdoor Coil sensor out of its’ socket, and remove its’ wiring. A new sensor is
provided with the new Control Box.
Dismount and remove the control box.
FOR FRONT-FACING CONTROL BOXES ONLY:
Remove the right-hand panel of the unit, and replace it with a new right-hand panel. Note that
it is not necessary to disconnect the piping for this step.
Mount the new, top-facing control box above the compressor enclosure. Note that the control box
clips onto the bulkhead of the fan enclosure, as per the photo below.
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FAN ENCLOSURE BULKHEAD,
SHOWING CONTROL BOX SUPPORT TAB.
Re-connect the internal electricals:
Identify the two wires to go to the HP switch. They are the only leads coming from the new
control box assembly terminated with 1/4” quick-connects. If the unit has a HP switch, connnect
these wires to the HP switch. If the unit does not have a HP switch, connect both of these wires
to the Jumper strip shown as “A” on the Control Box schematic on page 4. (use spades that are
commoned together, effectively bypassing the HP) If this step is omitted, the compressor will
not run.
Connect the Compressor Harness to the Compressor.
Fit the new sump heater to the compressor.
Connect the Outdoor Fan plugs & sockets.
Fit the Oudoor Coil sensor.
Attach the new Wiring Diagram to the top panel, covering the old wiring diagram.
Re-connect the indoor unit to the outdoor unit, then re-connect the power. Before turning on the
power, measure the resistance from Line to Neutral and Line to Ground at the main terminal strip.
Line to Neutral should be 500 ohms or more, line to ground should be open-circuit.
Power the unit up, and check that the standby light comes on on the wall receiver. The run the unit
in both cool and heat mode, and verify the operation of the sump heater, the outdoor fans, the
reversing valve, and the soft-starter. Compressor starts should be smooth, with little or no dimming
of indoor lights.
Measure the Line voltage at the unit with the unit in standby, then measure it again when the
compressor is running. The difference between those readings should be 6VAC or less. If it is
higher than this, then the power supply could be an issue - refer to Product Bulletin PB079
Return the unit to normal service.
ECP requires that all Regulator Softstarters be returned. If the old Control Box had a Regulator
Softstarter, please dismount it, pack it and send it to ECP. Other Softstarters should be scrapped.
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CONTROL BOX SCHEMATIC
NOTES:
1.

The wiring and components shown are included with the Control Box.

2.

Only wires which leave the control box are shown.

3.

If the unit is not fitted with a High Pressure safety, connect the HP safety wires together by putting
them both on jumper strip shown as “A” below.

4.

The compressor wiring harness color code is as follows: BROWN = common, BLUE = run winding
RED = start winding, GREEN/YELLOW = ground.
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